Historical and philosophical issues of active citizenship and initiative in youth.
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ANNOTATION. In every society, strengthening the active citizenship of the country's youth is an important process. Such views on the development of the civic position have been explored by many jurists, political scientists and philosophers in the twentieth century as the object of study of social reform through their research. Their activities focused on the initiative of citizens in society, philosophical issues aimed at protecting the interests of the people in the ongoing reforms in the ideological, political and legal spheres. The processes of regulating the relationship between the citizen and the state, the decision-making of the civic position of society on the basis of values have always been studied as a topical issue. Enhancing the initiative of young people in public administration, deep understanding of their active civic duty in all activities and respect for democratic values, the formation of the ability to adapt to changing conditions of life are important aspects.
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The struggle for a progressive idea is an important indicator of a person’s activism. The individual plays an important role in the implementation of the socio-political and national idea. The national idea serves as an important social factor in educating the younger generation in the spirit of patriotism, in the formation of a spiritually mature human personality. The specific nature of social relations changes over and over again throughout the historical process, determining the content and hierarchy of value expressions. Based on the literature on the problems of the researcher of spirituality, TI Vlasova concludes that there are one or more combinations of values among the dominants of human development of different periods.

In ancient civilizations, the values of a powerful Supreme Power prevailed, and the principle that man should attain nirvana or follow the Dao law by separating himself from all worldly things (ancient India), not to act in life (ancient China), to separate from earthly interests, first and foremost declaration, in the latter case, that ancient civilizations do not support the development of a civic position in the East.

In ancient times, the most important civic qualities of man were self-knowledge ("know thyself"), morality, self-improvement, justice, wisdom. The essence of the relationship between the citizen and the state is reflected in the mutual duty and responsibility. The Saks of antiquity developed a very complete picture of the human citizen of their state: “he must consider himself in touch with the state, subjugate his life to a common goal, strive to conquer his passions, subdue them to reason, develop in himself such qualities as courage, prudence, courage, honesty, justice”.

The ancient Greeks had the following rights as citizens of the Police: the right to participate in ceremonies, to participate in legal affairs, to perform military service. The rights in ancient Greek politics corresponded to the duties of their citizens. The freedom of the citizen did not take the measure of self-expression as a measure of his responsibility. "The goal of human society is not to live, but to live happily," he said, adding to his talents and aspirations, enhancing virtue, beauty, and wisdom.

According to Polyakov and II Eliasberg, the ancient Greek citizen made his own choice and was responsible for his choice.

In the Middle Ages, there was a change in the value system of the civic position. Belief in God, moral and religious asceticism, and self-control began to be recognized as the highest direction of man. Importantly, among them was the self-knowledge of man through the confession of God, the renunciation of worldly ambitions. Due to the development of some religions, the rise of the human person took place: through communication with God, man learned the truth, became the executor of his ideas. However, civic...
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values were interpreted from a theological and divine point of view and were not widely accepted because man first became a Christian and only then a citizen. Another reconstruction of civic values took place during the Renaissance. The ideals of that period brought new civic values to the list: virtue was accepted as an eternal law, creativity acted as a universal good, humanistic ideals, the worship of the individual’s own dignity, the recognition of his individuality as a leader were discussed. This period can be called the period of the celebration of the mind. Man declares his freedom and the right to choose his own destiny. In a general sense, the ideal of a citizen with a good understanding of social relations and civic honor becomes the norm.

Among civic values, the autonomy of the individual, the freedom to determine the forms and areas of activity come to the fore. In every historical period, the concept of man and his place in the world is unique and unique, but man declares his individuality only in society and through society. In relation to the concept of civic position, a valuable phenomenon is not only the definition of an individual, his role and place in the modern world, but the position of an individual — citizenship. From a legal point of view, a citizen is a person living in the territory of the state, having civil status, having certain rights and obligations to the state, enshrined in law.

The concept of “citizenship” is not only a specific relationship between the individual and the state, but also characterized by the active involvement of citizens in public affairs, a general focus on specific roles in society, internal confidence and an active position in life. “Citizens as a leading personality,” writes BZ Wulfow, “is reflected in the successful development of the country and its readiness to express themselves socially in their own name.”

The position of citizenship is reflected in the unity of personal and public interests, in the conscious exercise of the rights and duties of the citizen, in creative self-awareness and in his patriotic activity. This characteristic of man implies the establishment of a special relationship between the individual and the state in the elimination of conflicts and the process of alienation, and citizens take an active part in the management of public affairs, considering them as their own. The ability of people to dispose of or enjoy the rights granted to them is important in considering this phenomenon. Because the ratio of fairness and conformity in the civic position is a social dimension of civic maturity.

Civic position is a rational understanding of the responsibility of citizens for the security and well-being of the country, determined by the conscious and active performance of their duties, encouraging them to feel an integral connection with the people. The position of citizenship is in the spiritual-moral sense, the life force of a person is the desire to live in the interests and goals of his state, the need for free love, spiritual trust and devotion of the citizen. In the sense of such responsibility and devotion in man, the civic position of man is ever increasing. This means that everyone who has his own civic position accepts all the affairs of the state and society as his own. At the same time, it fully understands that the interests of citizens at different levels are in the interests of the whole state. And then he realizes that the real and highest goal of his life is not really different from their state goal. It represents the self-improvement of the citizen. At the same time, everyone understands that they need to have an independent position in relation to others. The citizen is not only a means to the state, but its meaning.

The civic position embodies the necessary beliefs and responsibilities of citizens to society and the state, as well as the necessary activities. In this process, civic responsibility takes precedence. In turn, civic responsibility is reflected in the purposeful action in the interests of all people. In addition, the concept of “citizenship” is also interpreted as a moral concept that embodies the idea of the moral duty and responsibility of the individual. In our view, such an approach is a very narrow interpretation of the phenomenon, which leads to a complete misunderstanding of it. According to A. Akramov, “Civic position is a social, political, legal view of a person in various spheres of society, which is reflected in the views, opinions and practical actions of the person formed as a result of active acquisition of democratic knowledge. Forming a civic position includes understanding citizenship and civic activism.”

One of the most important integrative features of the civic position and the criterion of its formation are also of special importance. After all, a well-defined civic position is a necessary condition for the development of civic culture, that is, a person takes responsibility for the fate of the country, cares for the future of the country, is ready to submit, to give up personal interests for the public.
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The dignity of the civic position is characterized by the ability of the citizen to participate independently in public life and to make their own choices. In this case, the real interests and preferences of the individual as a social being take precedence. Therefore, the civic position is an active life position based on citizens' deep understanding of their interests and connection with social demands, which includes conscious and active participation of people in public affairs, exercise of existing rights and freedoms and fulfillment of constitutional, legal and moral duties.

The position of citizenship is based on its most important aspects: first, the connecting element of a particular social society is the people; second, an expression of devotion to the state and its institutions; third, to reflect confidence, consciousness, and commitment to a particular social system and its ideals; fourth, the active involvement of the subjects in the social and political life of society; fifth, awareness and effective use of civil rights and freedoms; sixth, it reflects the civic character of citizens, their morals and responsibilities. According to some scholars, the civic position is based on a system of beliefs, values, and morality, a system that provides peace of mind because the democratic spirit cannot rely on simple calculations of privileges.

Civic position is a specific system of values and the motive of rational activity, these values are embodied in a system of practical attitudes and direction. Civic position represents a stable direction of civic consciousness and behavior of people, whose nature is characterized by a special attitude to the values adopted as a result of conscious choice. All this forms the basis of an individual's civic position. It has a socially defined character and reflects the attitude towards the authorities, social institutions, civil relations and their activities in this area. The position of citizenship is formed not only under the influence of the culture of society, but also determines its characteristics. After all, an indicator of the formation of a person's civic qualities is his consciousness and activity. The second reflects the most important features of civic culture.

The concept of “civic position” originally emerged as a specific theoretical modification of political culture. American researchers G. Almond and S. Verba in the context of "civic position" invested in the importance of this concept for the effectiveness and stability of the democratic structure of the state, interest in politics, participation in it, political awareness.

However, over time, political and social life in the world has changed dramatically. The emergence of various movements and initiatives, the expansion of civil rights and freedoms have created favorable conditions for the transition to a democratic model of society. A new system of values and norms, beliefs, and patterns of behavior has emerged that is in keeping with the nature of democracy. The reflection of these realities is reflected in new approaches to the concept of "civic position". Realizing that politics does not cover all forms of manifestation of public life, G.A. Almond and S. Verba reconsidered their concept and have already interpreted their concept of a slightly different civic position.

Russian researcher EV Martynenko also pointed out that it would be appropriate to look at the events of the political order from the point of view of civil position. He also emphasizes that politics is not a comprehensive sphere of social life, trying to prove that the political dimension of the relationship between state and individual can explain a small part of socio-cultural relations and that political expediency cannot eliminate the diversity of civil life. EV Martynenko writes: “There is every reason to characterize the civic position as a phenomenon of organic combination of political and legal, moral and aesthetic, as well as other values, the individual's civil rights and duties create a single basis for awareness of an individual and society, may serve the interests of the state”.

This paradigm is the direction of this relationship.

The most common interpretation of the civic position is the organic unity of the many elements that make up the life of civil society. Russian researcher TA Miroshina believes that the concept of "civic position" is closely linked with political, legal, ethical, aesthetic, cultural values. Their civil rights and obligations to society and the state serve as the basis for personal awareness. “Civic position is a reflection of the diversity of civil rights in society and has a decisive impact on the confirmation of a citizen's social status. This concept refers to a person's level of understanding of social tasks, social problems, their activity in their implementation. Civic position is a broader concept than political culture, and social life encompasses the diversity of interests of different social groups in the civil sphere.

This form of activity reflects the fundamental values of civil society as a whole.
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Analyzing the concept of civic position, DV Artyukhovich concludes that "the level of maturity of the state and society, the ability to resolve conflicts within the common civic interests, is an integral element of civil life forms, and mechanisms of joint decision-making and implementation, concerted action." A society without a civic position, understood as an opportunity for dialogue, consensus and cooperation for common civic purposes, is doomed to disintegration.11

At the same time, although the civic position is related to the whole society, to the processes taking place in it, it is combined with various socio-political goals, views, mainly political content. This rule is also supported by other scientists. Some scholars consider the civic position to be a high legal, political, moral culture of a person based primarily on a high general position. According to them, "the ability to exercise their rights and freedoms, high responsibility to society and the state, patriotism - this is a unique expression of the elements of active citizenship."12

Analyzing this concept, DJ Markovich emphasizes that the civic position is a form of activity in accordance with the nature of civil society.13

The civic position is a symbolic mediation of the formation of specific life value orientations of the members of this society and their interaction with each other. Rationality, democracy, pluralism, tolerance are the hallmarks of a civic position. SI Karpushin also believes that the content of the civic position includes simultaneous knowledge of political life, about the social environment and existing institutions of each individual, and actions and practical training related to the implementation of democracy, as well as freedom. emphasizes its support for values14.

The civic position is an important factor for this society for the way of thinking and acting that regulates the relationship between the citizen and the state, as well as individual citizens and their associations with each other. The undisputed advantage of the civic position is the reflection of life in society as a whole, in the unity of internal relations and contradictions, main directions and social ties, "Civic position reflects a set of behavioral models of state citizens, as well as values and ideas."15

It has also become a tradition for scholars to interpret the essence of the concept of civic position as a set of behavioral models of citizens based on priority ideas and values. The long historical process justifies such an attitude by the various forms of civic position that correspond to specific socio-cultural systems. Also, each social system has a system of certain values, ideals, patterns of behavior, which regulates the relationship between the state, society and the citizen, representing the quintessence of the existing way of life.

According to some philosophers, the position of citizenship implies that the values of the state take precedence over the interests of its citizens. This type of civic position justifies state interference in all spheres of society, including the private lives of citizens. Such interference leads to the development of the individual’s natural rights. Philosopher O. Gaybullaev says: “The struggle for a progressive idea is an important indicator of a person’s activism. The individual plays an important role in the realization of the socio-political and national idea. The national idea serves as an important social factor in educating the younger generation in the spirit of patriotism, in the formation of a spiritually mature human personality”16.

The very broad patronage of the state does great harm to the energy of activity and to the moral character of the people. Paternalism in its actions leads to a loss of initiative and independence of citizens, forms indifference to the affairs of the country, develops hope for constant help from the outside, leads to dependence and indifference. Moreover, the state always creates uniformity. According to the German philosopher W. von Humboldt, a rival of homogeneity, this is the highest good that society can give and in which direction man should move17.

The position of autocratic citizenship defines the norms of behavior of citizens who respect the authority and its carriers, recognizing the unlimited power of one person or group of
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persons. This type of activity is based, on the one hand, on the recognition of the authority of the citizen because of certain qualities of the citizen. The autocratic civic position, on the other hand, implies the control of those who hold power through the dependence of their activities on the expectations of the people. Rights and freedoms are exercised to the extent that they are beneficial to the rulers. The management system not only needs an advanced person, but seeks to eliminate it.

In a democratic state based on the rule of law, the position of citizenship is formed on the basis of the rule of law. Recognition of the primacy of individual rights and freedoms is based on respect for the law. Universal values are the pillars on which the civic position of the democratic type is based. The civic position of a society can be called democratic if it includes the following values: recognition of the dignity of human life; the primacy of universal values; activity in the social life of the country; pluralism in politics and ideology; tolerance of different views on public life; willingness to communicate on the activities and development of society; the rule of law, equality of all citizens before the law; democratic control of power, respect for the state and its citizens, their rights and obligations to one another, and so on. Consequently, the democratic position of citizenship is characterized as an integrative characteristic of the structural quality of society, the elements and interactions aimed at the development and strengthening of civic principles.

By identifying three types of civic position and linking them to modernity, G.A. Almond and S. Verba concluded that it is difficult to find at least one type of civic position in its purest form. Based on their research data, scientists have identified another type of civic position - mix. This type of civic position implies a combination of qualities that are characteristic of early separated species. For example, some scholars argue that citizens of a state can be active in social and political life, and that this is in line with the democratic type of civic position. However, on the other hand, they can play the role of passive subjects in line with the autocratic model.

As citizens who can participate in the conduct of public affairs, people become members of civil society day by day in their own interests. These interests can go far beyond the realm of politics. "This means that the active citizen retains his traditional, non-political connections, as well as his passive role as a subject." 18

In our view, the political, legal, moral and cultural components of the civic position stand out. In a society with a complex structure, it is difficult to find events and processes that are not related to political life, because most of them are related to the interests of certain social groups, strata, classes. This connection is evident, first of all, in the legislative and executive activities of public authorities, in the activities of political parties, social movements, public organizations. In these structures, political aspects have a specific content and specific forms and are political components of the civic position.

Socially, the position of citizenship is reflected in the potential of the country, unity with society, determination to overcome the difficulties of life, voluntary activity aimed at achieving prosperity. A sense of social and national tolerance and tolerance is also important. From this point of view, "In the process of raising the younger generation on the basis of a culture of tolerance, the use of spiritual and moral, national values, educating members of our society, especially our youth in the spirit of high moral qualities is urgent. In this process, the formation of the ideological immunity of our youth, strengthening the culture of tolerance on the basis of science and enlightenment, educating in the national spirit of high moral qualities is an important issue today. The general level of a society's culture determines its level of readiness to learn new norms and principles and build a democratic state." 19.

For a civil society to exist, it must provide its members with civil rights. The legal principles in civil society should be reflected, first of all, in the law, as a guide for all participants in public relations. The knowledge of the ordinary citizen of rights and duties, the ability to protect them through the mechanisms of law - here, first of all, should be included in the characterization of the civil position.

Civil position in the legal sphere includes the rights and obligations of citizens, their equality before the law, adherence to the current system of basic values and norms, adherence to the competent political regime and its goals, observance of laws and public order, discipline and civic duty, respect for public morals and traditions, citizenship is inextricably linked with the primacy of values of harmony. The spread of civil rights covers the entire population of the country, regardless of nationality, gender, age, education, social status. Human rights are non-class and non-class. However, civic culture cannot be linked solely to the formal legal aspect, since the spectrum of events that take place in society cannot always be viewed solely from a legal point of view.

Civic position is socio-legal, experience of democratic values and democratic relations, ability to adapt to changing life conditions, readiness to participate in active government, democratic consciousness, development of citizens' acceptance as sufficient, strengthening social stability, state-level civilization, civil society and defines the norms and principles of social law interaction of state bodies with individual citizens.

The formation of a civic position should be carried out through the establishment, functioning and development of institutions of power, human rights acts and laws. Also by raising the level of spiritual and moral culture, by forming a person in accordance with the nature of civil society. This aspect of the civic position has its beneficial effect on the individual, influencing morality, ethics, moral norms. The peculiarity of the ethical sphere of civic position is that it does not have a local character: morality regulates human relations in any sphere, has all-round abilities. Social relations are primarily expressed through moral beliefs. Civil relations are not much within the framework of legal norms such as the system of ethical regulation, the purpose of which is to regulate the behavior of members of society, to approve patterns of civic position. For this reason, A.E. Kulik emphasizes that the spiritual and moral sphere covers all age groups and its development is a guarantee of maintaining an open society.

Moral and ethical civic position is a moral imperative that assesses the level of society's moral culture, approach to such ideals as duty, responsibility, dignity, conscience, patriotism, indifference to life's problems, tolerance, ability to compromise, openness to dialogue and cooperation in the public interest. understood. Taking into account all the above approaches, it is safe to say that the civic position is a manifestation of political, legal, moral culture aimed at achieving the values of civil society, the unity of human and civil rights and duties, respect for the rule of law.

The functioning of the civic position is possible only in a developed civil society and the rule of law. The position of citizenship is in keeping with the nature of civil society. By expressing and ensuring the unity of parties, a democratic culture contributes to the strengthening of the social system and gives it an amateurish character. People’s economic independence and social security become the key to their social activism and influence. It includes views, ideas, beliefs as a result of the functioning of the civic consciousness formed in the cognitive block or cognitive thinking. On their basis, a value system is formed in society that reflects the priorities in the life of the social system. Forming a position of citizenship based on the values that exist in this society and as a result citizenship becomes. This block is not only valuable and not much, because it provides knowledge in the main views, the main moments of reality. Knowledge is the basis of the action of the manifested truth, as well as the real basis. Because knowledge is inextricably linked with behavior.

The behavioral component includes activities based on a defined value system. It is in such activities that commitment to norms and ideals is demonstrated. Traditions and customs accumulated by generations play an important role in shaping the civic position, which gives the events a national flavor and uniqueness. News in society leaves its mark on people’s activities. Without civic activity, the civic position loses all meaning. Due to the changes in social life, the progressive development of society and the further development of the idea of civic position are observed. Morality and emotions are important elements of the behavioral component. The cognitive and behavioral components of the civic position constitute its essential essence. The institutional component is manifested as a manifestation of this essence.

The average level of civic position is characterized by a high level of awareness and involvement in the socio-cultural process. Civic activity is purposeful and differs in its theoretical form and organization. This level of civic position takes place within public associations and political parties. Finally, the highest level of civic position implies high social activism and civic responsibility based on an understanding of the integrity of the state and the priority of state interests, adherence to democratic values, adherence to the rule of law, and willingness to cooperate and recognize constitutional norms. This degree is related to the fact that states act as conscious members of states concerned with the well-being and stability of their citizens.

Thus, the civic position is a form of historically developed views, direction and active action on the interaction and regulation of relations between the state, society and the individual. These norms, distributed by most members of society, are formed and manifested in certain socio-cultural conditions, leaving a mark on the content and activities of the whole society and put into practice.

An active civic position is understood as a unity of civic relations based on civic consciousness, which is a form of reflection of the existing relations in society, aimed at affirming democratic democratic values, ideals, rights and freedoms, ensuring the welfare and well-being of the citizen, society and state. Therefore, due to the
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inclusion of the whole spectrum of social relations in the civic position, it can influence the activities of the whole social organism on the basis of a single set of fundamental values and norms that determine the general direction of development.

In short, the civic position today performs many functions, the most important of which are: first, the unification of free citizens in organizations on the basis of recognizing certain values as real to them but contrary to the nature of democracy. Anti-government civic organizations place demands on it to improve the state system. Second, the socialization of the individual takes place in three areas: activism, communication, self-awareness. In the process of socialization there is the formation of a citizen's personality, the assimilation of values, norms, attitudes, patterns of behavior inherent in society. Third is the civic position, it can influence the activities of different social groups. Taking an active civic position helps to bring people together and unite on the basis of the same or similar goals and civic position helps to bring people together and unite on the basis of the same or similar goals and interests that exist. Sixth, the development of ways to further develop society, the development of civic position helps to bring people together and unite on the basis of the same or similar goals and interests that exist. Sixth, the development of ways to further develop society, the development of civil position helps to bring people together and unite on the basis of the same or similar goals and interests that exist. Sixth, the development of ways to further develop society, the development of civilization on the basis of the recognition of universal interests, is to go beyond the narrow interests of individual groups, individuals.
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